
6TH CHAIRMAN'S CUP 

CRICKET TOURNAMENT - 2010 

Dukhan Community Team Excels 

DKN Community  v  MIC  -  Feb 26, 2010    
DKN Community won by 8 wickets  
MIC 46 (15/15  ov) ; DKN Community 49 (7.5/15 ov)  
 
Worldwide the Cricket season is on, and Dukhan was not to be left 
behind. The Opening match of the tournament began in pleasant 
and cool surroundings but got off to an electric start. The very first 
ball resulted in a golden wicket when Loy of Dukhan Community had 
Shahzad of MIC caught behind.  The Dukhan boys who had won the 
toss and elected to field on a wet outfield, kept up the pressure. MIC 
could never recover and kept losing wickets regularly. The deciding 
punch was delivered when Yasir, the main MIC batsman was caught 
at short midwicket off the first ball he faced, a low full toss which 
should have seen the ropes. Murali was the only batsman to reach 
double figures. At the end of 15 over MIC managed to muster only a 
total of 46 for the loss of 10 wickets. Not facing a huge target, the 
Dukhan Community boys knocked off singles, helped by a few wides 
and overthrows. In the eight over Rattan closed the show with a 
flurry of strokes resulting in a four and followed by a six. An allround 
team effort and convincing win for the Dukhan team. Mohinuddin 
was the man of match for his 3 wickets. 
 
The Friday weather then decided to turn violent and dusty. The 

strong winds and shamal, made play impossible and the second 

match was called off midway through the NGL Gas Operations in-

nings.  As the weather continued to be unrelenting, the other two 

afternoon matches of the evening were also called off. 

 

Weekly Bulletin 

https://access.qp.com.qa/Scorecards/2010/,DanaInfo=dukhancricket.com+ODI_195.html
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Oryx GTL  vs  RLC 
Oryx GTL won by 7 wickets (with 19 balls remaining)  
RLC 75/10 (15/15 ov) ; Oryx GTL 77/4 (11.5/15 ov)  
 
The wind reversed direction on Saturday and though windy, the dust was missing. The first match be-
tween RLC and Oryx GTL was a tame affair.  Scoring in ones and two and losing wickets steadily, RLC 
made 75 for 10 in 15 overs. Oryx started off slowly. The scoring did not pick up speed till Iqtedar came 
on the scene. He smashed 4 sixes and 1 four in 18 balls, to finish off the match in 11.5 overs for loss of 
4 wickets, and took the man of the match award. 

QAFAC  vs  QP Refinery  
QAFAC won by 9 wickets (with 42 balls remaining)  
QP Refinery 53 All Out (13/15 ov) ; QAFAC 55/2 (8/15 ov)  
 

The QP Refinery versus QAFAC match was another one-sided affair. The Refinery team won the toss, 

elected to bat and just scraped out 53 runs folding in 13 overs.  For QAFAC it was a cakewalk, who 

overran the total in 8 overs. Muhaib scored 17 and Amir Moin 22. Awais Anwar of QAFAC, was man of 

the match for his 4 wickets. 

Amwaj   vs   Q-Chem  
Amwaj won by 68 runs  
Amwaj  115/8 (15/15 ov) ; Q-Chem 47/10 (15/15 ov)  

The afternoon match between Amwaj & Q-Chem was a repeat of the others. After tottering for the initial 

overs and losing 4 wickets, Govinda and Sogun with 4 sixes upped the runrate to finish at 115 for 8. Q-

Chem struggled all the way to end with 47. Sogun Patel was man of match. 

QatarGas   vs   QP-Finance  
QatarGas won by 8 wickets (with 49 balls remaining)  
QP-Finance 58 All Out (14.3/15 ov) ; QatarGas 59/3 (6.5/15 ov)  
 
In the second match of the afternoon, QP Finance batting first made a mess and finished at 58 with 3 

balls to spare. Qatargas cruised to 59 in 6.5 overs. Prayag Raval of Qatargas was man of match for his 3 

wickets and 11 runs. 

Thus ended the first week, with a se-

ries of tame matches and three called 

off. The excitement should start next 

week. The Novelty – SIGHT 

SCREENS in Dukhan. Wait for 

more ! 

Time Teams 

Friday, 05th March 2010  

07:30 hrs QAFAC vs QP Contracts 

09:30 hrs QP IT vs Dukhan Community 

13:00 hrs QP RLC vs QP Refinery 

15:00 hrs QP Offshore vs QP DT 

Saturday, 06th March 2010  

07:30 hrs QVC vs Dukhan Community 

09:30 hrs Amwaj vs QatarGas 

13:00 hrs QP Gas Operations vs Occidental Petroleum 

15:00 hrs Dukhan Operations vs QP MIC Come & Enjoy 


